
description of the sequence:

The sequence is framed by Skips “Thought I’d jus’ give you a ring.” (4) and “I thought
I’d j’s give you a ring about now...” (10+12) and Leslies reaction towards that in 14.
Skip is in this sequence trying to explain, why he is ringing to his wife at this certain
time. In 4 he accounts for his call by naming that he has no certain reason to call at all.
Leslie comes in in overlap to Skip, and doesn’t react to Skips simultaneous utterance,
but starts telling about her day in what could be called a pre for a story telling (I’ve
worked very hard (6)). Skip reacts to her first part of the turn (5) in overlap with the
second part of her turn with a minimal response (7). He doesn’t react towards Leslies
utterance by asking f.e. why the day had been hard, but instead forms a turn, which
doesn’t give Leslie any possibility to link her next utterance close to his prior. Even
though she has continuing intonation in 6, she doesn’t take Skip in 8 as an invitation to
go on. In 10 Skip repeats what he had said in 4 before. Leslie is taking an inbreath in
11 which could be the start of a new utterance. Skip seems to react to this as he is
latching his extension which comes after the first possible completion point (about now
(10)). In this extension he is giving an account for why he is calling her now (12). There
is no special reason for his call, but he shows that he is thinking about her by
remembering what time she usually is coming in. By this he is pointing out, that it is
him who called her and that he is taking care. The fact that he is going back to this topic
again might indicate, that for him Leslies reaction in 5 and 6 towards him calling her
was insufficient. This time he ends his turn in 12 by using a question marker (isn’t it.),
which ensures him to get a more specific reaction to his turn. That’s actually what
happens, even though it is questionable, whether it comes in the preferred form. Leslies
“oh:.” in 13 has to be seen as a reaction to Skips first part of the turn. The direct
reaction to his turn ending question is Leslies “Yes” in 13 in overlap to Skip and right
after “Yes”. By this Leslie is affirming, that she heard what he said, but she doesn’t
show any special appreciation. This can be shown by the way she thereafter comes
straight back to the topic she initiated in 5 and 6: her day.

In this sequence there seem to be two interests involved and the participants have to
negotiate about what there actual topic is about. Skip is heading towards an
appreciation of him calling to her, whereas Leslie seems to interpret this sequence as an
invitation to tell about her day. First when both participants have agreed about the
actual topic, the story-telling is going on (14 ff.).

membership-categorization

I’m not quite sure about how to describe membership-categorization, but here is a try:

Why do I as an analyst get the impression, that Leslie and Skip are a married couple?

Regarding line 4 and 5 Leslie seems to take Skips call automatically as an invitation to
start telling about her day. She doesn’t wait for him asking her a question or for him
telling the reason for his call. This is in contrast to what usually is expected from a
telephone calling situation. This fact might lead to that I as an analyst very quickly get
the impression that it is a (an old?) couple, which is talking to each other. They have got
a habit in calling and talking to each other in a way, which means that they don’t have
to legitimate every step in their conversation as precisely as one would have to do, if
ones relationship were less close. It might be Skip here, who is breaking this “habit” by
claiming a kind of affirmation of his effort. This leads to the fact, that they need to
negotiate in line 4 til 14 about what they want to talk about.

Now i described memberdhip categorization as something, that is relevant for the
analyst, but I think in the same way, it could be described as relevant for the interactors
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